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DISCLAIMER:

The designations employed and material presented

during this event do not imply the expression of any

opinion whatsoever on the part of UNESCO concerning

the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of

its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its

frontiers or boundaries.

The ideas and opinions expressed are the speakers’

own; they are not necessarily those of UNESCO and do

not commit the Organization.

CLAUSE DE NON-RESPONSABILITÉ :

Les désignations employées et les données présentées au

cours de cet événement n’impliquent de la part de

l’UNESCO aucune prise de position quant au statut

juridique des pays, territoires, villes ou zones, ou de leurs

autorités, ni quant au tracé de leurs frontières ou limites.

Les idées et les opinions exprimées sont celles des

intervenants ; elles ne reflètent pas nécessairement les

points de vue de l’UNESCO et n’engagent en aucune façon

l’Organisation.







Topics of discussion

• Sharing national practices amongst different interested groups

• Identification of challenges and opportunities

• Assessments of existing and future conditions

• Stakeholders, effective participation of private sectors

• Synergies and conflicts 

•               Transboundary aspects of MSP
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Elisabeth (Liz) H.S. van Duin PhD Msc

Liz van Duin is a dedicated water professional, with an 
extensive career in the water sector. Since 2018, she is the 
water director at the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 
management, responsible for water management, soil, marine 
and international affairs. 

With a PhD in environmental engineering, Liz advocates the 
development of sustainable water policies, based on scientific 
knowledge and field experience, both feasible and enforceable.

She has extensive experience as director at Rijkswaterstaat in 
the implementation of water policies, and during her years 
with one of the larger water boards in the Netherlands. She 
started her professional career as associate professor at the 
University of Wageningen.



Lodewijk Abspoel

Lodewijk is a senior policy advisor for EU Integrated Maritime 
Policy, including Ocean Governance and Maritime Spatial 
Planning at the Dutch coordinating ministry for the North Sea 
since 2010. He was involved in drafting the EU MSP Directive 
(89/2014 EU) and project leader of the Dutch North Sea 2050 
Spatial Agenda. He has since been involved in the NorthSEE
project to optimize cross-border cooperation in the North Sea.
Lodewijk initiated the development of the MSPChallenge, 
aiming to prototype a Digital Twin of the sea. The 
MSPChallenge board game, used in MSPglobal trainings, he 
designed in his workshop at home, and serves to bring 
together the oceans’ and coastal communities, scholars, civil 
servants and politicians. 



Tina Kelder 
Program leader MSP 2022-2027

Tina Kelder is a policy officer for North Sea Policy with the 
Netherlands Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 
Management. 

She is the project leader for the North Sea Program 2022-
2027, and involved in the cooperation in the context of the 
North Sea Agreement. She has worked on the 
implementation of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive, 
and has studied Human Geography and planning at Utrecht 
University.



Hans Nieuwenhuis
Head of MSP unit

Hans Nieuwenhuis studied Environmental Science, with a 
specialization in atmospheric chemistry, air pollution and 
environmental policy, at Wageningen University and Utrecht 
University. He worked at the Ministry of Environment (as delegate 
to the climate change negotiations, and IPCC Bureau member) 
and the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Fisheries (responsible 
for inter alia marine Natura2000 policy). 

After these years in public service (1997-2013), he joined the 
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) as Program Director Benelux 
to work on incentivizing sustainable fisheries through market 
mechanisms. He later took up the position of Regional Director 
Northern Europe at MSC. 

In 2020 he decided to rejoin the public administration and he now 
heads the Marine and International Water Department at The 
Netherlands’ Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management.
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Policy philosophy for eMSP, 
facts and figures

History, policy structure & 
working methods in/for MSP

International cooperation

National MSP developments
2017 -2021

Looking ahead

Structure of the presentation

The Netherlands MSP approach
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Facts and figures Dutch part North Sea (1)

› North Sea is 575,000 km2, shared by 8 countries.

› Netherlands’ part is 57,000 km2.

› Dutch coastline is 250 km.

› It is a highly complex and open marine ecosystem 
with specific habitats. 

› The shallow, nutrient-rich area constitutes a habitat 
for marine mammals, a breeding ground for fish and 
an important migratory path and wintering area for 
many bird species.

› 1,284 marine species in Dutch waters.

› 6 marine protected areas (11,610 km2 ≈ 20%) by
2020, 3 more in the policy pipeline (moving to 30%). 

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management25 March 2021



Facts and figures Dutch part North Sea (2)

› Major seaports: Rotterdam, North Sea Ports, Amsterdam, Den Helder

and Delfzijl. Access to port of Antwerp via Dutch waters.

› 3,600 km shipping lanes, over 260,000 ship movements annually.

› Oil & gas platforms/pipelines: 160 (126 km2)/4,500 km.

› Telecommunication cables: 3,300 km.

› Military exercise areas: 4,200 km2.

› Beach nourishment: 12 million m3 annually.

› Offshore wind: 

– 2.2 GigaWatt installed in 2022 (7 wind farms)

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management25 March 2021



# 1

• Policy philosophy for MSP

• Science for ecosystem based
maritime spatial planning

25 March 2021
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Policy philosophy for ecosystem based MSP

› Maritime Spatial Planning is a process: politically
guided, stakeholder driven.

› Functional Large Marine Ecosystems as a base: The 
geater North Sea Area

› National MSP and North Sea cooperation based on 
UNCLOS and IMO;

› Global agreements and UN SDGs as a framework for
policy: Life below Water, Zero Hunger, Climate Action, 
Clean Energy, Connection land and water systems in 
planning, climate proof cities;

› EU legislation and targets with respect to subsidiarity;

› Ecological features and maritime activities have 
connections within and beyond sea basins; 

› Information position of stakeholders needs to be at the 
same level.

› Being explicit on societal demands and political
choices;

› Aim for a MSP process to be within 1 term of 
government;

› Thinking land-sea and sea-land;

› Early engagement;

› Joint research into cumulative effects of human uses
on the ecosystem;

› Be pragmatic when need be;

› Develop joint language / understanding of concepts
and terminology;

› In international cooperation respecting governance
systems, political choices and repsect sovereignty;

› Be a trusted partner in international cooperation.
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Approach to North Sea Maritime Spatial developments 2050

 think big

 think long term

 think systems

 think human(s) [most live on land]

 development by design

 think land-sea interactions

 think spatial (start in the sea)

Put the sea
at the core

of the 
analysis

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management25 March 2021



# 2

• History in MSP

• Auhtorities and policy 
governance structure

• Generic working methods

25 March 2021
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› Mare Liberum – Hugo Grotius (1609)

› Borders of the Continental Shelf established (UNCLOS I) 
(1965-1969) – EEZ has the same external limits
(established in 2000)

› Common Fisheries Policy European Union (1970ties)

› Sectoral licencing NL: first come, first served basis 
(2000)

› Integrated Management framework (2005)

– this worked fine, untill offshore wind took off

› Policy document North Sea 2009-2015 (first full MSP) 
aim: establish areas for offshore wind (6.000MW) 

– & plot Natura 2000 areas & start implementation
Marine Strategy Directive EU

› Revised Integrated Management 

Framework (2011)

› Revision of the MSP for additional

offshore wind areas (2013/2014)

› North Sea 2050 agenda (2013/2014)

› Revised MSP for 2016-2021 (2015) 

upon MSP Directive EU 89/2014

› Road map offshore wind 2030 (2018)

› North Sea Strategy for 2030 (2017 

- 2021)

› Draft MSP for 2022-2027 published 22 

March 2021

History of MSP in the Netherlands

Read also: de Vrees, L. (2019).Adaptive marine spatial planning in the Netherlands sector of 
the North Sea. Marine Policy , In Press, 103418. DOI: 10.1016/j.marpol.2019.01.007

25 March 2021



Dutch 
Maritime 
Spatial 
Policy Plan 
2009 -
2015

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 
Management25 March 2021



Combined view Maritime Spatial Plans North Sea 2011



North Sea 2050 Spatial Agenda

› Sketching a perspective for energy transition, best 
use of sea space and blue growth opportunities. 

› A long term vision for Maritime Spatial
Development.

› We want a clean, healthy, biodiverse and
productive sea.

› 5 themes: 

– building with nature, 

– energy transition, 

– multiple use of space, 

– land-sea connections,

– shipping & port accessibility.

North Sea map: a perspective from sea to land



Recent history in MSP –maps
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25 March 2021 Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management

2050 Spatial Agenda 
(2014)

Roadmap offshore 
wind 2023 / 2030MSP 2016-2021

Long term vision 
document Sept 2020



# 2b

• Auhtorities and policy 
governance structure

• Generic working methods

25 March 2021
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Governance structure for Integrated Maritime Policy 
and MSP in The Netherlands

Cabinet House of represetatives

Min Economic Affairs & ClimateMinistry of
Infrastructure and Water 

Management

Coordination North Sea policy, 
shipping and marine strategy

Management organisation
Rijkswaterstaat

(licenses other than oil/gas)

Min Defense (incl coast guard)

Min Cultural affairs & Education

Min Finance

Intra governmental board of 
directors on North Sea affairs

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management

Min Interior (spatial vision)

Min Agriculture & Nature

25 March 2021



MSP as part of a National Water Plan (NWP)
› Every six years The Netherlands make a 

National Water Plan, an integrated policy 
document for the entire country, encompassing
all water related issues;

› Water areas on/in-land are shared 
responsibilities with provinces, municipalities and
water boards;

› The North Sea Maritime Spatial policy Plan 
(program) is an annex to the NWP body 
document, by legal requirements, since it serves 
as a self-binding spatial document for the central
government;

› The North Sea MSP document includes the 
measures we take for the marine environment to
reach and maintain Good Environmental Status.
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High level goals and 
priorities driving eMSP

› Achieve and maintain Good Environmental Status of 
the sea;

› Shipping and accessibility of ports, including safety 
of shipping;

› Secure sand supply for dry feet (strategy till 2100);

› Offshore energy production;

› Defense purposes – military exercise areas;

› Sustainable harvesting of seafood;

› Best use of available sea space (combined use of 
areas – in particular wind farms).
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Sand extraction strategy



Management guided by 
the MSP policy

› Consenting Assessment Framework, in five 
steps is integrated in the Maritme Spatial policy 
Plan for clearity to stakeholders:

1. Spatial claim & applying precautionary principle;

2. Location selecting & assessing spatial options;

3. Demonstrate national interest;

4. Mitigation of effects;

5. Compensating effects.

› MPA management plans are drafted after policy 
designation by management organisation
Rijkswaterstaat.
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Enviroment and Planning Act

› Through the (new) Environment and Planning Act the 
Cabinet wants to improve links between:

– different projects and activities (in the fields of spatial 
planning, the environment and nature);

– sustainable developments such as locations for wind 
farms;

– the various regions (incl North Sea).

› The new Act will replace 15 existing laws, including the 
Water Act, the Crisis & Recovery Act and the Spatial 
Planning Act.

› Moreover, the Act is more in line with European regulations 
and allows more room for private initiatives.
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https://www.government.nl/topics/spatial-planning-and-infrastructure/revision-of-environment-planning-laws


National Strategy on Spatial Planning and the 
Environment (NOVI)

› The Netherlands’ long-term vision on the future development 
of the living environment.

› To address urgent large and complex societal challenges, at 
regional, national and international level:

– The challenges such as climate change and adaptation,

– the energy transition, 

– the circular economy, 

– accessibility and (the building of) houses are set to bring 
about major changes in the Netherlands. 

› The key term is spatial quality combined with the quality of 
the environment, all taking into account societal values and 
substantive standards for example with regard to health, 
safety and the natural environment. 

› In that interplay of standards, values and collective 
ambitions, the aim of the NOVI is to promote cooperation 
between all stakeholders.
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# 3

• International cooperation

25 March 2021
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EU framework for maritime spatial planning

› Precautionary principle (TFEU)

› Common Fisheries Policy

› Birds & Habitat Directives (Natura 2000)

› Water Framework Directive

› Marine Strategy Framework Directive (2008)

› MSP Directive (2014)

› EU Green Deal 2019 incl:

› Biodiversity Strategy

› Offshore Renewable Energy Strategy

› Blue Economy strategy (coming soon)
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Scientific guidance for transboundary eMSP
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25 March 2021 Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management

2013, Mayer, I., Abspoel, L., Keijser, X., et.al ICES WGMSPCM



International cooperation for MSP
› Coherency cross-border on sea basin level 

(functional Large Marine Ecosystem);

› Shipping, Environment & Energy as most 
relevant topics;

› Cross-border consultation in various steps of 
the MSP process and implementing projects;

› Cooperation via: 

– OSPAR for implementing Marine Strategy; 

– political agreement offshore wind energy;

– and MSP projects like SEANSE for common 
approach to strategic environmental 
assessments & NorthSEE – featuring the 
MSPchallenge as a tool for better 
understanding cross-border MSP;

› A MSP transnational North Sea collaboration 
group on working level is in the making.
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# 4

• MSP and policy process from
2017 to 2021

• North Sea Strategy 2030

• North Sea Dialogue

• North Sea Agreement

• Program 2022-2027 (the 
new MSP)
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November 2016: start of a process for 2030

› Strategic Agenda North Sea 2030

› Many MSP issues identified, for instance:

1. Implement offshore wind roadmaps -> 2030

2. Restore marine habitats

3. A future for fisheries sector;

4. Co-use of wind farms at sea;

5. Scale up sea weed cultivation;

6. Maintain and strenghten Blue Economy;

7. Strengthen international cooperation

› Many stakeholders and interests involved

25 March 2021 Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management



Design for a policy process North Sea 2030

› Strategic Agenda North Sea 2030 as a 
framework for concrete political choices to be 
made for the period 2022 – 2027;

› Based on the outcomes of the kick-off dialogue 
with stakeholders a work process design was 
drafted to guide the Maritime Spatial Policy 
development during the period 2017 – 2020;

› This would allow the incoming new government 
elected in spring 2017 to govern the following 
steps in a structured way;

› Central to this process was identifying the key 
players around the table and address the 
challenges identified.

25 March 2021 Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management



From challenges to supported policy

› Government asked advice to national Physical
Environment Consultative Council (June 2019): 

› How to develop support for national North Sea 
policy?

› Goal: lasting cooperation for policy and
management;

› Context: existing tensions between e.g. nature, 
sand extraction, fisheries, shipping;

› Driver: Expected substantial increase offshore 
wind energy to meet the Nationally Determinded
Contribution to the Paris Agreement.
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Test application offshore wind and co-use
@MARIN test basin 2018



nature

fisheriesclean energy

Analysis by the Physical Environment Consultative Council

› Stakeholders are aware of diverging interests;

› Supported policy impaired by silo thinking;

› Societal/political request for stonger national
intervention, as well as meaningful individual roll;

› From participation to consultation;

Advice

› Instate a North Sea Council table with an
independent chair, and prime stakeholders and
governments representatives to conclude a North 
Sea Agreement;

› Focus on the triangle energy, nature and fisheries, 
taking other interests into account.
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North Sea Agreement (June 2020)

› Intensive process administrative level;

› Monthly meetings for shared agreement on sustainable use
and development of the North Sea;

› Joint fact finding on interdependent issues;

› Development of strong inter-ministerial network;

› Open discussions in the ‘safe’ setting of the North Sea 
Council.

Results:

› Interlinked agreements on: criteria for offshore wind 
energy areas, nature conservation areas, oil and gas 
extraction, planning process, financial means for transition.

› Establishment of a permanent North Sea Council;

› Fiserhies sector in last instance not part of agreement, 
mediation process ongoing. 
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Handover of the North Sea 
agreement reached by the Council 
to minister Cora van Nieuwenhuizen



North Sea Council – implementation phase

› The North Sea Agreement was adopted in parliament on 27 
January 2021.

› It contains detailed conclusions and actions for
implementation in the coming years, on:

– ecology, 

– offshore energy, 

– possibilities for the fisheries sectors to adapt, 

– including finance, research and governance aspects.

› From february 2021 onwards:

› Development of Implementation Agenda;

› Dutch Martime Spatial Planning Program for 2022-2027 is to
be a framework to implement agreed actions.
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# 5

• MSP implementation via 
Program 2022-2027 

• Revisions and adaptations
foreseen

25 March 2021
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North Sea Program 2022-2027

› Dutch MSP Plan: self binding policy document for spatial
development 

› Spatial elements of the North Sea Agreement basis for policy 
making:

– Search areas offshore wind energy

– Nature conservation areas

– Shipping lanes

– ‘Area passports’ wind energy locations

– Sustainable blue economy

– Land-sea interactions with provinces

› MSP is broader than the North Sea Agreement alone: e.g. 
MSFD, sand extraction, cables, recreation, cultural heritage.

› Strategic Environmental Assessment is part of the Program.
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Maps draft MSP 2022-2027*

25 March 2021 Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management

Marine protected areas & 
measures

Reference map actual 
use (2019) 

Selfbinding MSP map 
draft for 2022-2027



Preparation and international cooperation

› First product to implement the agreed new working method (“a 
culture change in governance of our sea”);

› Policy preparation started in several working groups 2019-2020;

› Policy directions in North Sea Council based on discussion papers;

› Continuous effort to embody new working method.

› Informal meetings with neighbouring countries (Denmark, Germany, 
Denmark, Belgium and UK);

› Follow-up meetings on relevant topics – such as shipping with
Belgium, Germany and Denmark.
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Continuous cooperation for the North Sea

› 3 elements as a basis for MSP policy and decision making: 

– the North Sea Agreement; 

– the North Sea Council, and

– the North Sea Program 2022 - 2027

› The North Sea Council: advice, not a decision making body

› Together in the middle of the planning process

› Unboxing decision making

› Last week national elections: new government with new 
policy focus areas

› New accents, further joint discussions
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Formal MSP participation process

› In context of National Water Program*;

› Consultation open from 22 March until 21 September 
2021 (6 months);

› Mandatory independent advisory report of the 
Netherlands commission for environmental
assessment;

› International cross-border consultation via ESPOO;

› Formal adoption of the North Sea MSP Program 2022-
2027 is foreseen in March 2022;
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* (translation of the new draft MSP 2022 – 2027 is in progress)

https://www.commissiemer.nl/english


Further ambitions

› North Sea Program introduces new policy in 
many areas

› Ambitions in relation to offshore wind energy 
require further ecological research, and a partial
revision of the draft MSP 2022-2027;

› The draft MSP identifies the search areas for an
additional 27 Giga Watt of offshore wind

› Goal for next 6 months: 

– cooperate on the preparation of a decision for
formal participation.
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Towards a digital Twin for the North Sea

› One of the challenges addressed in many countries 
is the data and information system for MSP;

› Netherlands has all the needed data and 
information and also models and methods to 
calculate consequences of spatial planning 
decisions:

› For ecology, cumulative impacts, safety of shipping, 
cost-benefits of offshore wind on various locations, 
hydrographic data, and so on...

› Now we’re developing a Digital Twin for the North 
Sea, allowing visulatisations and simulations for
MSP in a cross border setting to underpin policy 
with transparently generated evidence.
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Thank you for listening

Merci de votre attention 

Gracias por su atención 

25 March 2021
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All relevant documents on The Netherlands MSP 
policy can be found on www.noordzeeloket.nl

http://www.noordzeeloket.nl/


Dank u wel!
Thank you all!
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